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DEFINITION OF TERMS

Variables and Constants:

Parameter Description Typical units

I length of bridge !lm

w width of bridge !lm

d thickness of bridge !lm

w frequency sol

Wp plasma frequency s·,

€ dielectric constant F/m

Eo pennittivity of free space F/m

!lo permeability of free space HIm

0 optical penetration depth nm

A penetration depth run

AL London penetration depth nm

~ coherence length nm

!JJ. superconducting energy gap or order parameter meV

tjt superconducting wave function

(J electrical conductivity O-'cm- I

p electrical resistivity Oem

n carrier density cm-]

nsc superfluid carrier density em-)

nN normal fluid carrier density em-]

fsc superfluid fraction = nsc / n

fN nonnal fluid fraction = nN I n
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T temperature K

Te critical temperature K

Teo zero resistance critical temperature K

t reduced temperature = T / Te

t time S, ns, ps

C heat capacity J/cm3 K

Te electron temperature K

Tph phonon or lattice temperature K

Ce electronic specific heat capacity J/cm3K

Cph phonon or lattice specific heat cap~city J/cm3K

K thermal conductivity W/cmK

(, optical penetration depth nm

F incident light f)uence IlJ I cm2

R reflectance

R electrical resistance n

Its surface resistance Q/sq

L inductance H

f kinetic inductance H'-'KIN

V voltage V

VKJN voltage due to change in Ll(IN mV

VKlN(NORM) VKIN with effect ofnormal fluid branch mV

I current A

J current density A/cm2

Ie critical current density Alcm2

G thermal conductance W/K

G laser source term W/cm3

p incident radiation power W, W/cm2

RBO thermal boundary resistance Kcm2 /W

r rela"{ation rate S·I
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't' relaxation time = 1 I r s, ns. ps

't' thermal time constant (C/G) InS

't'p laser pulse width tenn os, ps, fs

't'r rise time ns, ps

't"e-ph electron-phonon relaxation time (ener-gy) ps

't's electron·phonon scattering time (momentum) ps

't"R recombination time 05, ps

't'y phonon escape time ns

't'B phonon pair breaking time ps

't'.\ order parameter relaxation time IlS, ns, ps

"1 super\.."Urrent response time ps

g quasiparticle multiplication factor

y Sommerfeld constant (Ce = yTe) J/cm3K 1

B magnetic field G,T

cPo flux quantum Wb

" viscosity for vortex flow Kg/ms

Abbreviations:

YBCO

HTSC

KIB

FWHM

SQUID

Nrv1R

SFFT

CMOS

MCM

NEP

MSM

high-Tc superconductor YBazCU307.6

high-temperature superconductor

kinetic inductive bolometric

full width at half maximum

superconducting quantum interference device

nuclear magnetic resonance

superconducting flux flow transistor

complementary metal-oxide semiconductor

multi-chip module

noise equivalent power

metal~semiconductor-metal
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FIR

QWIP

BCS

DOS

FF

TAFF

BW

CW

Nd:YAG

HeNe

far-infrared

quantum well infrared photodetector

Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer theory of superconductivity

density ofstates

flux flow

thermally-activated flux flow

bandwidth ofelectrical measurement system

continuous wave (constant laser source)

neodynium.doped yttrium aluminum gamet (laser)

helium·neon (laser)

Useful convenions and definitions:

liw (eV) = 12400/ A(A)

liw (meV) = 0.124 x v (em-I)

kB = 0.0862 meV/K

I J.lm = 10-6 m

I om= loA
1 ns = 10-9 s

I ps = 10-12
S

I fs = 10-1
' S

00 C =273.2 K

<Po = 2.07 X 10·1' Wb

I G = 104 T

Boiling point of liquid nitrogen =77.4 K

Boiling point of liquid helium = 4.2 K

light travels about 1foot in 1 ns, or 0.3 mm1ps
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ABSTRACT

The origin of the fast photoresponst observed below Tc from current-biased,

epitaxial YB~CU307-! (YBCO) thin films has been a source of controversy for several years

now. The photoresponse signals have been attributed to eithe.r bolometric (thennal or

equilibrium) or nonbolcmetric (nonthermal or nonequilibrium) mechanisms. A variety of

nonbolometric mechanisms have been proposed to explain the fast photoresponse transients,

such as nonequilibrium electron heating and transient flux dynamics.

We have studied the fast photoresponse ofepitaxial YBCD thin film bridge structures

using 100 ps and 5 ps laser pulses. Both fast and slow voltage transients were observed. In

the resistive transition region, a slow component was seen in the photoresponse wave fonn

with a decay time ofseveral nanoseconds which could be attributed to a resistive bolometric

respome. However, below the resistive transition region and well into the superconducting

state, we have observed for the first time fast voltage transients with subnanosecond widths

that were not followed by a slow resistive component. The fast transients cannot be

explained by a simple resistive bolometric response.

We have developed what is called the kinetic ip-ductive bolometric (KIB) model to

explain the origin of the fast photoresponse signals. The KIB monel assumes equilibrium

heating of the film by the laser pulse, contrary to some ofthe nonbolometric mechanisms that

have been proposed. We show that the KIB model provides excellent qualitative and

reasonable quantitative agreement with the observed photoresponse using 100 ps and 5 ps

laser pulses. With 5 ps laser pulses, we have observed voltage transients as fast as 16 ps

wide from a 200 om YBCO film. To our knowledge, this is the fastest photoresponse signal

reported to date (September, 1994) from epitIDGal YBCO thin films. The implications that

the success of the Kill model has on the nature of superconductivity in the high-Tc materials

is also discussed.
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PREFACE

For ease of readability, some of the experimental details and analysis have been

omitted in the main text and placed in appendices and copies ofjournal publications included

at the end of the thesis. The journal publications will be referred to often from within the

main text as Papers A, B, C. and D. The main text is self contained; the papers are included

only as a source ofsupplementary information on the experiments.

After quickly describing the type of experiments being done here, the first chapter

provides a brief and by no means complete introduction to superconductivity from its

discovery in 1911 to the excitement surrounding the new high-Tc superconductors. Some

of the potential applications of these new materials are discussed, including the possibility

of developing practical high speed photodetectors. In order to better understand

nonequilibrium mechanisms in the high-Tc superconductors, Chapter 2 first provides an

overview ofsome of the main equilibrium properties of these new materials. Following this

is a brief summary of some of the nonequilibrium processes that are believed to occur in

conventional superconductors. The mechanisms by which the high-Tc superconductors can

detcct light are discussed in Chapter 3. The study of the photoresponse from high-Tc

superconductors is still very controversial, and I have attempted to classify the various

photorespcnse mechanisms believed to occur in epitaxial thin films as bolometric or

Ilonbolometric. The kinetic inductive bolometric (KIB) response is presented in Chapter 4

as the mechanism we believe gives rise to the observed photoresponse in epitaxial YBaCuO

thin films. Chapter 5 provides some of the main experimental results that support the KIB

mechanism. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses some of the successes and limitations of the KIB

model. In ?articular, the effect of nonequilibrium processes will be discussed. Suggestions

for future experiments are also provided which might help further our understanding ofthe

mechanism responsible for the observed photoresponse and perhaps even superconductivity

in the high-Tc materials.
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